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Coherent quantum transport in ferromagnetic/ semiconductor/ ferromagnetic junctions is studied
theoretically within the Landauer framework of ballistic transport. We show that quantum coher-
ence can have unexpected implications for spin injection and that some intuitive spintronic concepts
which are founded in semi-classical physics no longer apply: A quantum spin-valve (QSV) e®ect
occurs even in the absence of a net spin polarized current °owing through the device, unlike in the
classical regime. The converse e®ect also arises, i.e. a zero spin-valve signal for a non-vanishing
spin-current. We introduce new criteria useful for analyzing quantum and classical spin transport
phenomena and the relationships between them. The e®ects on QSV behavior of spin-dependent
electron transmission at the interfaces, interface Schottky barriers, Rashba spin-orbit coupling and
temperature, are systematically investigated. While the signature of the QSV is found to be sensi-
tive to temperature, interestingly, that of its converse is not. We argue that the QSV phenomenon
can have important implications for the interpretation of spin-injection in quantum spintronic ex-
periments with spin-valve geometries.
PACS numbers: 72.25.Hg, 73.40.Sx, 72.25.Mk
I. INTRODUCTION
Electrical spin-injection of coherent polarized car-
riers from ferromagnetic metals into semiconductors
is currently an issue of fundamental relevance in
spintronics.1;2It was suggested in the seminal work of
Datta and Das3 that the use of ferromagnetic metals as
source and drain contacts (spin-injector and -detector)
connected to a semiconductor would make feasible a
unique transistor that relies on the manipulation of the
electron's spin instead of its charge. Since then con-
siderable e®ort has been directed towards practically
demonstrating e±cient injection of spin-polarized elec-
trons through ferromagnetic/semiconductor (F/S) solid
state interfaces.4{9 This issue has been one of the central
challenges in the ¯eld, as its demonstration have encoun-
tered crucial obstacles, such as the large resistivity mis-
match of typical metals and semiconductors, a condition
that severely inhibits spin-injection.10;11
Work is in progress to determine whether these obsta-
cles may be overcome through the use of suitable poten-
tial barriers11{13 or through appropriate epitaxial inter-
faces that obey certain selection rules and band struc-
ture symmetry properties,14 as recently corroborated by
ab initio spin-transport calculations.15{17 For instance,
recently, Hammar and Johnson18 have performed suc-
cessful spin-dependent transport measurements across
ferromagnetic-metal/insulating barrier/two-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) junctions, validating the theoretical
predictions.11{13 Recent experiments at room tempera-
ture on spin injection from ferromagnetic metal contacts
into a semiconductor (Fe/GaAs) via STM through Schot-
tky tunnel barriers19;20 have yielded encouraging results
of about 2% injection e±ciencies, and very recently, Han-
bicki at al.21 have achieved relatively high spin-injection
e±ciencies of 30% in Fe/GaAs-based light emitting diode
structures, showing the e®ectiveness of the Fe Schottky
tunnel contacts in enhancing the spin e±ciency rates.21;22
These experiments suggest that combinations of fer-
romagnetic metals and semiconductor materials may be
indeed promising for applications in hybrid semiconduc-
tor spintronic devices. It should also be noted that very
high electron (or hole) spin-injection e±ciencies have
been achieved from magnetic to non-magnetic semicon-
ductors. However this has required low temperatures
and/or strong magnetic ¯elds.23;24
Most of the theoretical modeling of spin dependent
transport in two-terminal F/S/F systems reported to
date has been in the semi-classical di®usive regime of
transport (within the Boltzmann framework),10{13;25{27
with just a few studies in ballistic regime.28{30 How-
ever, it has been pointed out that quantum interfer-
ence phenomena may be exploited in novel spintronic
devices.31{33 Quantum e®ects on the spin injection such
as quantum coherence and interference have been typ-
ically neglected until recently. The interference e®ects
in a F/S/F transistor were studied by SchÄapters et al.34
showing that an enhanced spin signal can be attained
when quantum interference is considered. Also recently,
Matsuyama et al.35 have studied ballistic spin transport
in ferromagnet/2DEG/ferromagnet double junctions tak-
ing into account the spin-orbit interaction in the quan-
tum ballistic regime. In a more recent work we have
explored the interplay between spin injection and quan-
tum coherence in ballistic F/S/F heterojunctions theo-
retically within the Landauer formalism of transport.36
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We showed that quantum coherence give rise to a Quan-
tum Spin Valve (QSV) e®ect that, unlike its familiar
semi-classical analog, occurs even in the absence of a net
spin current °owing through the heterostructure.37
The purpose of this work is to provide a comprehen-
sive and detailed study of the QSV e®ect in F/S/F junc-
tions, and investigate theoretically to what extent the
e®ects of quantum interference,28 spin-dependent elec-
tron transmission at the interfaces,29 interface Schottky
barriers,34;35 Rashba spin-orbit coupling,38{40 and tem-
perature e®ects are of relevance for the existence on the
predicted quantum spin-valve behavior. We establish new
criteria that are helpful in interpreting and analyzing
quantum and classical spin transport phenomena. It is
then veri¯ed that the QSV e®ect is an inherently quan-
tum interference process and we ¯nd that its distinctive
signature is extremely sensitive to temperature. However
the converse of the QSV, although it is also due to quan-
tum interference, is found to be remarkably temperature-
insensitive. We ¯nd that the QSV e®ect persists even in
the presence of Schottky barriers at the boundaries and
that these enhance spin-injection in the quantum coher-
ent regime, although rather weakly. Our results show
that, in the ballistic quantum regime of transport care
has to be exercised in order to appropriately interpret
the physics of spin injection experiments with spin-valve
geometries.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we es-
tablish and discuss the semiclassical picture of electron
spin-injection at F/S interfaces. In Sec. III the classical
spin-valve concepts are outlined, their connection with
spin-injection in F/S/F junctions is discussed, and new
criteria are established for interpreting both classical and
quantum spin transport behavior. Sec. IV is devoted to
the description of the ballistic quantum approach that we
use to model the spin-transport mechanism. The results
and our discussion of them are given in Sec.V. Finally in
Sec. VI a summary and conclusions are presented.
II. SPIN INJECTION RATE
It is instructive to ¯rst review the standard (classical)
de¯nition of the electron spin-injection rate at a single
F/S interface. This will help us to establish the funda-
mental physical concepts that we will use later to ex-
amine the case of spin-injection in a F/S/F heterojunc-
tion. Afterwards we will describe how the spin-valve phe-
nomenon (a change in the resistance when the magnetiza-
tion of a ferromagnetic electrode is reversed) is related to
spin-injection in two terminal devices in the semi-classical
picture.
Following Johnson and Silsbee,26 consider an ideal
Stoner-Wohlfarth model for a ferromagnetic metal with
just one parabolic spin-subband at the Fermi surface,
and in equilibrium with a semiconductor material, whose
(two-fold degenerate) spin subband structure is assumed
to be free-electron like. By applying a potential bias
V across the interface it is expected that electrons of
that spin-subband will be driven into the semiconductor.
Neglecting spin-relaxation at the interface, the magneti-
zation current transfered through the interface into the
semiconductor would be proportional to the total elec-
tronic current. Since each carrier transports a spin mag-
netic moment with magnitude j~¹B j = ¹B , ¹B = e¹h=2mc
being the Bohr magneton. The net injected magne-
tization current jM related to the driven electric cur-
rent je will be jM = ¹Bje=e. In practice the Fermi
surfaces of most ferromagnetic metals have both spin-
subbands occupied, although with a signi¯cant imbal-
ance in the density of states at the Fermi energy. There-
fore the spin-injection (spin magnetization) is reduced
correspondingly. Assuming weak coupling between spin-
subbands, this reduced magnetization injection e±ciency
can be described by the dimensionless (phenomenologi-
cal) parameter ´M , such that jM = ´M¹Bje=e. Explic-
itly, the spin-injection rate through a single F/S hetero-
junction is related to the electric current through the
ratio11;26
jM
je
=
j" ¡ j#
j" + j#
¹B
e
´ ´M
¹B
e
(1)
The interfacial transport parameter ´M in (1) thus de-
scribes the degree of spin-polarization of the net electron
°ux through the interface. Note that j´M j · 1. We
notice also that generally speaking, as was pointed out
by Johnson and Silsbee11, the current of non equilibrium
magnetization may be written as j
$
M = ´(~¹M=e)~je. Here
j
$
M is a second-rank tensor which speci¯es both the di-
rection of °ow and the orientation of the magnetization,
such that the component ( j
$
M )®¯ describes the transport
along the ¯-axis of the projection of the magnetization
on the ®-axis.11;26 Assuming that the charge current is
along the x-axis, normal to the interface, that is ~je = jex^,
and the magnetization of the ferromagnet metal is such
that the spin-polarization is aligned along the z-axis, for
instance, then j
$
M = ´(¹M=e)jez^x^ = jM z^x^, therefore
j
$
M and ~je can be treated simply as scalars.
26
The ratio (1), was originally introduced for ferro-
magnetic metal/paramagnetic metal interfaces, but ap-
plies equally to F/S interfaces. Within the linear re-
sponse regime assuming that no spin-°ip scattering at the
interface26 or spin-precession39 is present, and in terms
of the spin-conductances G¾, we have je = j" + j# =
(G" +G#)V . Therefore
´M =
G" ¡G#
G" +G#
: (2)
This relationship clearly shows that there is a net °ux
of spin-polarized electrons through the F/S interface for
all G" 6= G#.
Equation (2) can be extended to F/S/F double inter-
face heterojunctions. Then, in terms of the total spin-
conductances for the entire device (assuming that the
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ferromagnetic contacts have parallel magnetization) the
spin injection e±ciency is given by
´0M =
Gtot" ¡G
tot
#
Gtot" +G
tot
#
: (3)
In the semi-classical regime of transport where all
quantum phase information is assumed to be lost dur-
ing (ballistic) electron transit between interfaces (that
is, by neglecting all phase information in the calculation
of net transmission through two scatterers in series) the
elastic multiple scattering at the interfaces results in the
following spin-transmission probabilities29
T tot¾ = TP¾ =
T¾
2¡ T¾
; (4)
where T¾ are the independent single-interface transmis-
sion probabilities, with spin ¾ = ("; #), and P denotes the
parallel con¯guration of the ferromagnets. Hence (semi-
classically), from (4) with Gtot¾ = (e
2=h)T tot¾ within the
ballistic Landauer picture,36 the spin-injection e±ciency
in Eq.(3) for the F/S/F structure can be written as
´0M =
T" ¡ T#
T" + T# ¡ T"T#
; (5)
which in turns suggests that a net spin current °ows
across the F/S/F heterojunction whenever T" 6= T#.
A particularly important spintronic phenomenon
somewhat related to the injection of spin-polarized cur-
rents is the magnetoconductance (magnetoresistance),
also dubbed spin-valve behavior. In the following sec-
tion we shall discuss the relationship between the widely
accepted de¯nition of magnetoconductance and spin-
injection of polarized electrons in two terminal structures
in the semi-classical picture. We will then examine to
what extent this relationship may be extended to the
case of a coherent quantum regime of transport.
III. SPIN VALVE PHENOMENA
The absence of a complete theory of spin-injection in
the ballistic quantum regime of transport, has led in part,
to borrowing criteria for the e±cency of spin-injection
from the semi-classical ballistic and di®usive approaches
of spin-transport. Thus a well known, although indirect
way to electrically detect spin-injection experimentally is
based on the spin-valve e®ect, a phenomenon known to
be yielded by multiple spin-dependent electron scattering
events at the interfaces of ferromagnetic/non-magnetic
junctions. It is a measure of the change in conductance
(or resistance) when the magnetizations of the ferromag-
netic contacts in a F/SP/F switch between the paral-
lel (P) and anti-parallel (AP) con¯gurations. Here SP
stands for a spacer which can be a normal metal, a semi-
or super- conductor. This change is normally represented
by the ratio9;34;35;41
¢G
2Gav
=
¢R
2Rav
=
GP ¡GAP
GP +GAP
´ ´: (6)
Hence ´ can be seen as the normalized change in con-
ductance between the parallel and anti-parallel con¯gura-
tions of the magnetic moments of the two ferromagnetic
electrodes. Now, in the semi-classical picture, where the
interfaces are simply regarded as elastic phase-incoherent
scatterers (resistors) in series, the transmission probabili-
ties per spin orientation for the anti-parallel con¯guration
are given by
TAP" = TAP# =
T"T#
T" + T# ¡ T"T#
; (7)
with the total transmission given by TAP = TAP"+TAP#.
Hence it follows that the relative conductance or magne-
toconductance ratio can be written also in terms of the
single interface spin-probabilities,
´ =
(T" ¡ T#)
2
T 2" + 6T"T# ¡ 4T
2
"T# ¡ 4T"T
2
# + 2T
2
" T
2
# + T
2
#
(8)
Thus semiclassically, as for ´0M , ´ is not zero when
T" 6= T#. Thus (in geometries that exclude extrinsic sig-
nals due to local Hall ¯elds and the like9) the observation
of a spin-valve e®ect (´ 6= 0) in the semi-classical bal-
listic regime implies that spin-injection is taking place
and vice versa. Similarly, it is generally believed (with
the same caveat9) that observation of a spin valve e®ect
in the semi-classical di®usive regime indicates that spin
injection is taking place and that the same is true for
all-metal systems.
Interestingly enough, we shall see below that the above
semi-classical, and somewhat intuitive arguments for the
interpretation of the magnetoconductance ratio ´, as a
measure of a spin-injection rate, does not necessarily hold
in the ballistic quantum coherent regime of transport.
In order to better understand the condition(s) for the
occurrence (or absence) of an overall spin-injection in a
F/SP/F heterojunction, we will rewrite the expression
(6) for the relative magneto conductance in a slightly
di®erent way and in terms of the net spin-currents °ow-
ing through the heterojunction. This will allow us to
have a clearer physical insight to the issue of the correct-
ness of the interpretation for ´, when trying to elucidate
its physical signi¯cance in the ballistic quantum regime
of transport, where quantum coherence and interference
can play a fundamental role.
We start by noticing that, since ¢jAP = jAP" ¡j
AP
# = 0
as long the right and left ferromagnets are of the same
material, and no external magnetic ¯elds are present,
then the (spin-valve) magnetoconductance coe±cient
´ =
GP ¡GAP
2Gav
=
jP ¡ jAP
2jav
; (9)
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where the subscript (av) denotes the average value be-
tween the parallel and antiparallel conductance (or cur-
rent), can without loss of generality, conveniently be
rewritten as
´ =
¢jP ¡ 2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# )
jP + jAP
; (10)
where ¢jP = jP" ¡ j
P
# represents the net electron spin-
current (magnetization) °owing through the device in the
parallel (P) con¯guration. The term 2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# ) does
not have, an apparent physical meaning, since it depends
on independent conductances (current) measurements, at
least in the semi-classical picture. However we will show
below that it can play an important role in the quantum
regime.
Clearly from (10) a null result in the magnetoconduc-
tance (´ = 0) will imply either of the following conditions
(omitting the obvious case j
P=AP
" = j
P=AP
# = 0):
(a.1) ¢jP = 0 and 2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# ) = 0 , or
(a.2) ¢jP = 2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# ) 6= 0.
On the other hand, the situation with ¯nite magnetocon-
ductance, ´ 6= 0, should always occur whenever:
(b.1) ¢jP 6= 2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# ) 6= 0, or
(b.2) ¢jP 6= 0 and 2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# ) = 0 , or
(b.3) ¢jP = 0 and 2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# ) 6= 0.
We emphasize that Eq. (10) and the criteria (a.1),
(a.2), (b.1), (b.2), and (b.3) that follow from it are quite
general and apply to both classical and quantum systems.
Let us now examine in detail the consequences of
these conditions. In the ballistic semi-classical regime,
if ¢jP = 0 then from (4) T" = T# since TP" = TP#, and
therefore it follows from (4) and (7) that TAP" = TP# =
TAP# = TP", and hence 2(j
AP
" ¡ j
P
# ) = 0. Thus, semi-
classically the condition (a.1) is clearly ful¯lled when-
ever ¢jP = 0. Therefore, semi-classically the absence
of a net spin-injection (¢jP = 0) implies that the mag-
netoconductance ´ = 0. The condition (a :2 ) can give
rise to a rather misleading interpretation if it is not an-
alyzed appropriately. It implies that the magnetocon-
ductance ´ can in fact be zero, but with a nonzero spin
current (¢jP 6= 0) °owing through the device. There
is an apparent inconsistency here, since it would appear
to contradict the intuitive standard criteria for the ex-
istence of spin-injection, i.e. ´ = 0 ! ¢jP = 0 (or
TP" = TP#). However, this condition (a.2) never occurs
in the semi-classical regime as the only way to satisfy
¢jP = 2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# ) in that regime is to have ¢j
P = 0,
(T" = T#) which brings us back to condition (a.1). Hence
the measurement of a zero magnetoconductance will en-
sure that spin-injection is not taking place, at least in the
ballistic semi-classical regime of transport. Nevertheless,
it is clear that the occurrence of ´ = 0 may in principle
be allowed for a non vanishing ¢jP . We will see be-
low that this can in fact occur in the coherent quantum
regime of transport, leading thus to counterintuitive re-
sults if one tries to interpret them within the framework
of the semi-classical criteria of spin-injection.
On the other hand, a measurement of ´ 6= 0 likewise
has interesting consequences as we seek again to inter-
pret its signi¯cance in relation to spin-injection. Note
for instance that ¢jP 6= 0 in both conditions (b.1)
and (b.2), which in turn physically implies a ¯nite spin-
current. Therefore it becomes evident that the interpre-
tation of the condition ´ 6= 0 as a criterion indicative of
the presence of a net spin-injection is always valid, ex-
cept in the case (b.3). In the case (b.3) we have zero
spin-current, which would appear to contradict the cri-
terion that ´ 6= 0 implies ¯nite spin-injection. However,
in the semi-classical regime the situations ¢jP = 0 and
2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# ) 6= 0 are never both satis¯ed at the same
time (see Eqs. (4) and (7)), and consequently (b.3) never
occurs in this regime. Similarly, it can be shown that con-
dition (b.2) never holds in this regime, despite ¢jP being
nonzero. In other words, in the semi-classical picture, for
all ´ 6= 0, only the condition (b.1) is ful¯lled, and there
is no possibility that a physically counter-intuitive situa-
tion will occur. Therefore, the observation of a nonzero
magnetoconductance (´ 6= 0 ) by itself consititutes un-
equivocal evidence of a net spin-current injection in the
semi-classical regime. However, the possibility of having
a non vanishing ´ without having any spin-current at all
(b.3) is in principle conceivable and in that case the clas-
sical interpretation of the criteria for spin-injection break
down. Indeed this situation is realized in the quantum
regime giving rise to a quantum spin-valve e®ect, that
we shall describe below. Therefore special care has to
be exercised in the ballistic quantum regime of transport
for the appropriate interpretation of spin-injection exper-
iments.
We now turn to the description of the quantum co-
herent spin-transport model in a F/S/F heterostructure
that we will use to make a systematic study the behavior
of the spin-injection in this regime in spin-valve systems.
IV. SPIN TRANSPORT MODEL: QUANTUM
REGIME
We consider ballistic spin transport through a F/S/F
hybrid heterojunction. In the (identical) ferromagnetic
electrodes a Stoner-Wohlfarth like model of the mag-
netization is assumed such that the spin-up and spin-
down band energies o®set is set by an exchange split-
ting ¢ (Fig. 1). The electrode magnetization is chosen
along the z-direction, parallel to the interface. We as-
sume the semiconductor region to have a quasi-one di-
mensional wave guide shape which laterally con¯nes the
electrons in the direction transverse to transport, which
is assumed to be normal to the interface and along the x-
4
axis. In the semiconductor channel a Rashba spin-orbit
coupling38 widely believed to be of importance in nar-
row gap semiconductors, will be also considered.43;44 In
order to incorporate the tunnel Schottky barriers usu-
ally present at F/S interfaces34;35;41, simple delta type
interface potentials are also included in our model.
The total one-electron e®ective mass Hamiltonian for
parallel (P) magnetization of the ferromagnets is given
by the sum
H^ = H^o + H^so + H^z + V (x); (11)
with
H^o =
1
2
p^x
1
m¤(x)
p^x (12)
H^so =
1
2¹h
¾z[p^x®R(x) + ®R(x)p^x]; (13)
H^z =
1
2
¢¾z + (±Ec ¡
1
2
¢¾z)µ(x)µ(ls ¡ x); (14)
and
V (x) =
µ
V"(x) 0
0 V#(x)
¶
: (15)
Clearly H^o is due to the free-electron part, H^so
introduces the Rashba spin-orbit interaction, ®R(x)
being the position dependent spin-orbit (Rashba)
parameter.35;41;42 H^z, describes the exchange interaction
in the ferromagnetic metals, as well as the band-o®set
between the semiconductor and ferromagnet band struc-
ture at the interface, with ±Ec modeling the F/S con-
duction band structure mismatch. The last term, V (x)
de¯nes Schottky delta barrier potentials at the interfaces
which are modeled by V (x) = UL¾ ±(x)+U
R
¾ ±(x¡ ls).
34;35
Although the strength of the ±-potentials UL;R¾ , have
been set spin-dependent for completeness, in the actual
calculations concerned here they will be assumed spin-
independent. Since µ(x) de¯nes a Heaviside step func-
tion, the F/S and S/F interfaces are located at x = 0
and x = ls, respectively. Accordingly, the position-
dependent conduction e®ective mass is given by m¤(x) =
m¤f + (m
¤
s ¡ m
¤
f )µ(x)µ(ls ¡ x), with f and s indicating
the ferromagnet and semiconductor regions, respectively.
Notice that we use the one-dimensional symmetrized ver-
sion of the Rashba Hamiltonian,37;41;42 and neglect inter-
subband mixing which is permissible if W << ¹h2=®Rm
¤
s ,
where W is the width of the transverse con¯ning poten-
tial that de¯nes the channel.39;45
A. Spin-Transport Properties
In the ferromagnetic metal contacts the energy spec-
trum is given by
Ef¾(k
f
¾) =
¹h2
2m¤f
(kf¾)
2 +
1
2
¸¾¢; (16)
where ¾ ="; # labels the spin-state of the split band struc-
ture, with ¸";# = §1, and direction of the spin quanti-
zation along the z¡axis. In the semiconductor there is
a Rashba splitting of the dispersion which is linear in k,
thus
Es¾(k
s
¾) =
¹h2
2m¤s
(ks¾)
2 + ¸¾®Rk
s
¾ + ±Ec: (17)
Now, given the spin-diagonal nature of Hamiltonian
(11), we consider eigenstates of the whole F/S/F struc-
ture of the form jª"i = [Ã"(x); 0], and jª#i = [0;Ã#(x)].
The matching boundary conditions for the wave func-
tions at the interfaces at x0 = 0 and x0 = ls are obtained
by integrating H^ jª¾i = Ejª¾i from x0 ¡ ² to x0 + ² in
the limit ²! 0. This yields37;42
µ
¹
@
@x
+ ²¾(x)
¶
Ãf¾(x)jx=xo =
µ
@
@x
+ i¸¾kR
¶
Ãs¾(x)jx=xo (18)
Ãf¾(xo) = Ã
s
¾(xo) (19)
with the de¯nitions ¹ ´ m¤s=m
¤
f , ²¾(x = 0) = 2m
¤
sU
L
¾ ,
²¾(x = ls) = ¡2m
¤
sU
R
¾ , and kR = m
¤
s®R=¹h
2, the Rashba
spin-orbit wave vector. The largest experimental value
reported to date for ®R in InAs-based heterojunctions
is ®R = 3£ 10
¡12eV m, which corresponds to a Rashba
wave vector of kR = 1:5 £ 10
5cm¡1.43 In the ferromag-
netic regions the eigenstates have the general plane-wave
form
Ãf;º¾ (x) = A
º
¾e
ikºF¾x + Bº¾e
¡ikºF¾x; (20)
with º = L;R denoting the left and right ferromagnet
electrodes. kºF¾ is the Fermi wave vector for the band
with spin state ¾ in the ferromagnet º. In the semicon-
ductor the general solutions will be of the form
Ãs";#(x) = C";#e
iksF";#x +D";#e
¡iksF#;"x; (21)
where ksF¾ is the Fermi wave vector in the semiconduc-
tor for the spin-orbit-split band with spin ¾. For the
parallel (P ) magnetic con¯guration, i.e., when the orien-
tations of the magnetic moments of the left (L) and right
(R) ferromagnets are parallel [~mL = ~mR = (0; 0; 1)], the
spin transmission coe±cients tP¾ are determined by us-
ing the boundary conditions (18) and (19) and applying
the transfer matrix technique. The probability of an in-
coming electron from the left ferromagnet at the Fermi
energy EF in spin state ¾, and being transmitted to the
right ferromagnet with parallel (P) magnetization is thus
determined by
TP¾ =
vRF¾
vLF¾
1
jM¾11j
2
; (22)
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where vLF¾ = ¹hk
L
F¾ and v
R
F¾ = ¹hk
R
F¾ , are the Fermi ve-
locities of an incoming/outgoing electron with spin ¾,
respectively. Explicitly the transfer matrix element M¾11
reads
M¾11 =
eik
R
F¾ls
2¹kLF¾(k
s
F" + k
s
F#)
m¾11; (23)
where for ¾ =",
m"11 = (Ks + ¹k
L
F" + i»"(0))(Ks + ¹k
R
F" ¡ i»¾(ls))e
¡iksF"ls
¡ (Ks ¡ ¹k
L
F" ¡ i»"(0))(Ks ¡ ¹k
R
F¾ + i»¾(ls))e
iksF#ls (24)
with the de¯nition Ks ´ k
s
F¾ + ¸¾kR, and with »¾(0) =
(¡2m¤s=¹h
2)UL¾ , and »¾(ls) = (¡2m
¤
s=¹h
2)UR¾ . The trans-
mission probability for the spin state ¾ =#, i.e. TP# , is
obtained from (22)-(24) through the replacement kL;RF" !
kL;RF# , »"(xo) ! »#(xo), k
s
F"
*) ksF#, and kR ! ¡kR,
respectively. Notice that energy conservation at Fermi
energy requires that,
ksF¾ + ¸¾kR =
r
k2R + ¹(k
L
F¾)
2 ¡
2m¤s
¹h2
(±Ec ¡
1
2
¸¾¢):
(25)
For the anti-parallel magnetization (AP), i.e., ~mR =
¡~mL = (0; 0;¡1), the transmission probabilities T
AP
";#
are also given by Eqs. (22)-(24) with the replacement
kRF";# ! k
L
F#;", respectively. It is clear that T
AP
" = T
AP
#
by symmetry as no external magnetic ¯elds are consid-
ered. For the case of »¾(0) = »¾(ls) = 0, that is, with
no delta Schottky barriers, UL;R¾ = 0, the transmission
probabilities reduce to37
TP¾ =
4¹2kLF¾k
R
F¾(k
s
F" + k
s
F#)
2
·2¾+ + ·
2
¾¡ ¡ 2·¾+·¾¡ cos[(k
s
F" + k
s
F#)ls]
; (26)
with the de¯nitions ·¾§ ´ (Ks § ¹k
L
F¾)(Ks § ¹k
R
F¾),
whereas TAP¾ is similarly obtained as we have argued
above for the case of UL;R¾ 6= 0. The spin-conductances
at zero temperature are then calculated within the Lan-
dauer formalism of ballistic transport,36 where GP=AP =
(e2=h)
P
¾ T
P=AP
¾ . From this, the magnetoconductance
´ is then determined using Eq. (6).
We remark that because we assumed that transport
is occuring in the ballistic linear response regime, calcu-
lating ¢j is exactly equivalent to evaluating ¢T for the
two magnetizations (P,AP). We can thus, in a indepen-
dent way determine the spin-currents from the continuity
equation,42;45;46 which leads to
j(x;®R) =
e¹h
2mi
[ªy
@ª
@x
¡
@ªy
@x
ª] +
e®R
¹h
ªy¾zª; (27)
for the current density at the semiconductor region of a
F/S/F heterojunction including the spin-orbit coupling.
We proceed now to discuss the numerical results for the
spin-transport properties in a F/S/F heterojunction.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Results at Zero Temperature and without
Schottky barriers
We present ¯rst the ballistic quantum mechanical re-
sults of the spin-transport properties in the absence of
Schottky delta-barriers at the interfaces of a F/S/F struc-
ture at zero temperature; in the next subsection the case
with ¯nite temperature and Schottky barriers will be
considered. Fig 2(a) shows the normalized change in
conductance [magnetoconductance ´, as de¯ned in Eq.
(6)], plotted against kR=ko (ko ´ 1 £ 10
5 cm¡1) for a
F/S/F structure with a semiconductor channel length
ls = 1:0¹m (separation between the ferromagnetic con-
tacts) at zero temperature. The e®ective masses were
set to m¤f = me for the ferromagnetic metals, and
m¤s = 0:036me for the InAs-based semiconductor. For
the ferromagnets the Fermi wave vectors were set to
kF# = 1:05£10
8 cm¡1 and kF" = 0:44£10
8 cm¡1 appro-
priate for Fe. Note that the same values for the e®ective
masses as well as for the Fermi wave vectors at the ferro-
magnetic contacts are maintained throughout the paper.
The conduction band structure mismatch between the
ferromagnet and semiconductor materials was set here to
±Ec = 2:0 eV. An oscillating behavior in ´ is seen as the
Rashba spin-orbit coupling strength kR is varied. If we
were to interpret ´ `semi-classically', i.e. as an indicator
of spin-injection, the maximum in ´ at kR = 1:5ko would
signal that the largest amount of electron spin-injection
is occurring at this paricular value of kR, Fig.2(a). How-
ever Fig. 2(b) shows exactly the opposite, since at reso-
nance (kR = 1:5ko) an equilibrium condition of the spin-
transmissions is reached (TP" = T
P
# and T
AP
" = T
AP
# ),
hence no net spin current is expected to °ow through
the structure, despite the pronounced spin valve e®ect
seen in Fig. 2(a) at kR = 1:5ko. This is more clearly
shown in Fig. 2(c) where we plot the normalized spin
current for the parallel and anti-parallel orientations of
the magnetic moments of the ferromagnets. A null re-
sult is obtained for ¢jP=AP at kR = 1:5ko, which is an
equivalent way of saying that no electron spin-injection
is taking place. We call this phenomenon the Quantum
Spin Valve (QSV) e®ect,37 since, unlike its familiar clas-
sical analog, a non-zero ´ signal can be picked-up in a
spin-valve geometry whereas a zero net spin current is
°owing through the heterostructure. Its origin is inher-
ently due to the coherent quantum interference nature of
the spin-transport. Observe that, although ¢jP=AP = 0,
in Fig. 2(c) the quantity 2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# ) 6= 0 at kR = 1:5ko,
that is, condition (b.3) of Sec. III is clearly satis¯ed.
Therefore this situation is consistent with Eq.(10) which
tells us that a ¯nite value for ´ should be expected (as
seen in Fig.2(a)), despite having no net spin-current. We
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note in passing that condition (b.1) is always ful¯lled in
the kR range shown in Fig. 2 with the sole exception of
kR = 1:5ko where condition (b.3) is satis¯ed instead.
The converse e®ect can also arise, that is, having ´ = 0
with a ¯nite electron spin-current °owing in the struc-
ture, see Fig.3. Here we have set the conduction band
mismatch ±Ec = 2:35 eV, while the rest of the param-
eters are the same as in Fig.2. Apart from the occur-
rence of a QSV e®ect at kR ' 1:8ko, notice that the sign
of ´ changes repeatedly as kR is varied. For instance,
at kR ' 2:9ko the magnetoconductance ´ vanishes, Fig.
3.(a). Therefore, a null spin-injection would be expected,
in the standard semi-classical picture. However, at the
same value of kR in Fig. 3(b), there is an imbalance of
the spin transmission probabilities since TP" 6= T
P
# al-
though due to symmetry TAP" = T
AP
# always applies. In
other words, ¢jP 6= 0 at that value of Rashba spin-orbit
strength kR, as seen in Fig.3(c), which physically means
that a net spin-current is in fact °owing when the fer-
romagnets have parallel magnetization. Notice that the
curves for ¢jP and 2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# ) cross each other at this
precise value of kR (Fig.3(c)), which in turns yields the
vanishing of ´ for such a spin-orbit strength, fully con-
sistent with Eq. (10) and condition (a:2) of Sec. III.
Thus we ¯nd that in the coherent quantum regime, ¯nite
spin-injection can occur for the parallel con¯guration of
ferromagnetic electrodes despite ´ being zero, contrary
to semi-classical intuition.
In Fig.4 we plot the zero-temperature spin-
transmission probabilities as a function of the spin-orbit
strength kR=ko for two di®erent semiconductor channel
lengths, ls = 0:1¹m, and 1:0¹m in a F/S/F structure.
A wide range of the Rashba spin-orbit strength has been
chosen here to better show the strong oscillatory behav-
ior induced by quantum interference as kR=ko is tuned.
For comparison, the semi-classical ballistic results for
the spin-transmission probabilities (Eq.(4) and (7)) have
been plotted as well (dotted curves). Notice that the
semi-classical curves describe very well the envelopes of
the coherent quantum case. Clearly the former do not
ever cross, in contrast with the behavior shown in the
coherent quantum regime case. From these plots it is
clear that a QSV e®ect appears each time a maximal
value of TP# (resonance) is reached as kR=ko is swept.
It should be emphasized that the prediction that quan-
tum coherent spin-valve systems may exhibit an unex-
pected quantum spin-valve (QSV) e®ect does not rely at
all on the semiconductor-speci¯c Rashba spin-orbit cou-
pling that we include in our model Hamiltonian, but is
a general consequence of quantum interference. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 5 where the length dependences
of the relevant spin-transport parameters are depicted
for kR=ko = 0. The overall behavior of ´, the spin-
transmission probabilities, and for the normalized spin-
current resemble those studied in Fig. 3 for a ¯xed chan-
nel length. For instance, in Fig. 5(a) at each given
maximum in ´, there is a pronounced spin-valve fea-
ture, not because of an imbalance (as would be nedeed
semi-classically) between jP" and j
P
# , but because the
full coherent quantum treatment of spin-transport al-
lows 2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# ) 6= 0 (Fig.5(c)) at the relevant values of
ls. This phenomenon, as before, is inherently a quantum
spin valve e®ect (but now length dependent) since it is
maximal where the spin injection vanishes, whereas semi-
classical reasoning predicts that there should be no spin
valve e®ect whenever no spin injection is taking place.
We also observe that a ¯nite spin-injection can occur at
certain values of ls whenever a change of sign of the mag-
netoconductance ´ occurs (Fig.5(a)), i.e. even though ´
can be identically equal to zero at those values, which co-
incide with ¢jP = 2(jAP" ¡j
P
# ) 6= 0 as stated in condition
(a.2) of Sec. III.
We have also studied the zero-temperature carrier den-
sity dependence of the magnetoconductance ´ in the ab-
sence of Rashba spin-orbit coupling (kR = 0), as shown
in Fig.6. Here we consider a semiconductor channel of
length 0:1¹m. To study this dependence we parametrize
ks according to the 2D expression ns = k
2
s=2¼ for the
electron density in the absence of Rashba spin-orbit cou-
pling, where ks ´ k
s
F¾ is the degenerate Fermi wave vec-
tor in the semiconductor region. Notice that increasing
the carrier density at the Fermi energy is equivalent to
decreasing the magnitude of conduction band mismatch
±Ec, see Eq. (24). The quantum interference that tunes
´ is exhibited clearly here which produces a strongly os-
cillatory pattern. Observe that always j´j < 0:1 for the
wide electron density range shown here. For comparison
the semi-classical result (Eq. (8)) is also plotted, showing
a rather smooth but not monotonic behavior.
B. Finite Temperature Results with Schottky
barriers at the interfaces
The QSV e®ect described above is predicted to occur
at zero temperature and in the absence of potential bar-
riers at the interfaces of a F/S/F heterojunction. We
shall now focus on the temperature and Schottky delta-
barrier dependence of such QSV phenomena. We begin
by discussing the e®ects of temperature.
We obtain the ¯nite temperature spin-conductances in
the Landauer linear response regime through the formula
GP=AP¾ (T; kR) =
e2
h
Z
TP=AP¾ (E¾)
µ
¡
@fD
@E¾
¶
dE¾ ;
with fD = fexp[E¾ ¡ EF )=kBT ] + 1g
¡1 the equilibrium
Fermi-Dirac function distribution at the temperature T ,
with the Fermi energy EF ´ E¾(k
L
F¾), such that the
splitting energy of the spin-subbands at the ferromag-
netic metals is set to ¢ = ¹h
2
2m¤
f
(k2F# ¡ k
2
F"). We pro-
ceed now to discuss the numerical results for the spin-
transport properties in a F/S/F heterojunction at ¯nite
temperatures.
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In Fig. 7(a) we plot the thermally averaged spin-
transmission probabilities in a F/S/F double interface
versus kR=ko for both magnetization con¯gurations of
the ferromagnetic layers, (parallel and anti-parallel) at
the temperature of T = 2:5 K. The rest of the parameters
are the same as in Fig.2. We observe that even at such
low temperatures, the e®ect on the spin-transmission
probabilities is quite signi¯cant. The feature found at
kR » 1:5ko when T = 0 K (see Fig.2) changes qualita-
tively at such temperatures (T = 2:5K) since TP" 6= T
P
# ,
so that ¢jP 6= 0 for all kR=ko, that is, spin-injection that
was prevented by quantum interference at zero tempera-
ture is now allowed. Therefore the QSV e®ect evolves to-
wards the standard semi-classical spin-valve behavior as
temperature is turned on. Plots of the normalized spin-
current for several temperatures show this very sensitive
dependence of the signature of the QSV e®ect on the tem-
perature , Fig.7(b). It is clear that the minimum of j¢jP j
smears out very rapidly with temperature; thus the dis-
tinctive signature of the quantum spin-valve (QSV) phe-
nomenon is suppressed already at very low temperatures.
Similar features are observed if we increase the conduc-
tion band mismatch to ±Ec = 2:35 eV, as is shown in
Fig.7(c)-(d). We have also plotted the dependence on the
relevant spin-transport properties against the semicon-
ductor length (Fig. 8) at a higher temperature (T = 25
K), where for clarity we have set kR=ko = 0. Notice
that, although the temperature smearing suppresses the
distinctive QSV behavior, since ¢jP 6= 0 at the maxi-
mal values of ´; remarkably however, the converse e®ect
is not degraded at all. We ¯nd that in the oscillatory
behavior of the magnetoconductance ´ with ls, a van-
ishing value of ´ is reached always that corresponds to
¢jP = 2(jAP" ¡ j
P
# ) [see spin-current plots in Fig. 8(c)],
despite the relatively high temperature. That is, even
though we have a net spin polarized current injected into
the structure, it is still possible to have (measure) a zero
signal in the magnetoconductance ´. We notice that in
fact, the latter e®ect persists regardless of what the tem-
perature of the system is. We observe also that the am-
plitudes of all of the oscillations in the plots of Fig. 8
(T = 25 K) are very similar to those in Fig. 5 for T = 0
K. The physical reason for this is that the energy spacing
¢E between resonances of the spin-transmission proba-
bility plots against Fermi energy (see Fig. 9), are much
greater than KBT at T = 25K. The energy spacing ¢E
ranges from 0:01 to 0:04 eV for the relevant Fermi energy
interval shown here at zero temperature. Therefore it is
expected that even at this relatively high temperature
(T = 25 K) the thermal smearing will be rather weak, as
observed in Fig. 8. It should be noted however that at
this high temperature it is very likely that the presence
of e®ects such the inelastic scattering and phase break-
ing will destroy the coherent quantum interference, and
hence the quantum spin-valve e®ect.
In Fig.10 we show the carrier density dependence of
the spin-transport parameters for a F/S/F junction of
ls = 0:1¹m, in the absence of Schottky barriers for two
di®erent temperatures, T = 0 K, and T = 25 K, respec-
tively. The Rashba spin-orbit strength has been set to
zero here. The Fabry-Perot like interference pattern of
the spin-transmission probabilities caused by the multi-
ple scattering at the interfaces is shown clearly here for
a wide carrier density interval. The strong oscillations
of the spin-transmission are manifested in a modulation
of the magnetoconductance. Even though the curves for
´ look qualitatively very similar when we compare the
case with T = 0 and case with T = 25 K, the smear-
ing e®ect results in j´(T = 25)j · j´(T = 0)j, in general.
Notice that the sharp peaks in the transmission probabil-
ities are a®ected the most by temperature, Fig.10(a) and
10.(c). We point out that the signature of the QSV e®ect
is strongly suppressed here by the temperature (compare
Fig. 10.(a)-(b) with Fig. 10.(c)-(d)). However, the quan-
tum interference e®ect of having a vanishing ´ with a ¯-
nite spin-current polarization is not a®ected at all by the
temperature, as is seen also in Fig.8.
Finally, we consider the case with delta-potential
Schottky barriers at the interfaces of a F/S/F double
junction structure. In Fig. 11 the magnetoconductance ´
and the spin-transmission are depicted versus the Rashba
spin-orbit strength kR=ko for T = 0, and T = 2:5 K with
symmetrical delta-potential (Schottky) barriers of height
Uo. In the absence of Rashba coupling (kR = 0) we notice
that as a result of the introduction of the delta-barriers
at the interfaces, ´ su®ers a modest enhancement as the
height of Uo is increased and Uo > ¢. For ¯nite values
of the Rashba spin-orbit strength the ¯nite Uo causes ´
to oscillate in its magnitude [Fig.11(a), and Fig.11(c)].
It is noteworthy that the QSV e®ect is also found here
at T = 0 K. Notice that TP" = T
P
# at kR ' 3:8ko and
kR ' 4:1ko (Fig.11(b)), whereas ´ > 0 at those values
of kR. However temperature suppresses the QSV ef-
fect since the curves for TP" and T
P
# do not cross each
other in the kR=ko interval shown here when T = 2:5 K,
Fig.11(d). Notice also that the Schottky barriers have a
rather strong e®ect on the spin-transmission probabili-
ties but not on ´, Fig. 11(b) and 11(d). Narrowed peaks
in the spin-transmission plots are obtained when the po-
tential barriers at the interfaces are included.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a systematic study of the
ballistic electron spin transport properties and
of the spin-valve phenomena in ferromagnetic
metal/semiconductor/ferromagnetic metal structures in
the coherent quantum regime of transport. We have
investigated in detail the correlation between electron
spin-injection and spin-valve behavior. We demonstrated
that in the coherent quantum regime the relationship be-
tween spin transport and conductance measurements is
qualitatively di®erent than in the semiclassical regime
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that has been studied experimentally to date. We have
shown in a transparent way that quantum coherence can
give rise to a Quantum Spin-Valve (QSV) e®ect that
occurs even in the absence of a net spin current °owing
through the heterostructure. We also demonstrated that
in the coherent quantum regime, the converse QSV e®ect
can arise, that is, ¯nite spin-injection is indeed possible
for the parallel con¯guration of ferromagnetic contacts,
despite of having a zero signal of the magnetoconduc-
tance ´, contrary to semi-classical intuition. The e®ects
of Rashba spin-orbit coupling, interface Schottky barri-
ers and temperature on the QSV and its converse e®ect
were investigated systematically. We found that the dis-
tinctive signature of the QSV e®ect is extremely sensitive
to temperature, as it is suppressed already at very low
temperatures. However the converse of the QSV e®ect
persists in spite of the thermal smearing of the Fermi
function, however it still requires quantum interference
and so will be destroyed by inelastic phonon scattering
at higher temperatures. The presence of tunnel delta-
Schottky barriers at the interfaces was found to enhance
the spin-injection e±ciencies only slightly contrary to
the case of di®usive conductors where tunnel barriers
can enhance spin-injection more dramatically.12;18
Moreover, the QSV e®ect remains in the presence of
potential barriers at the interfaces at zero temperature,
since its origin is due to the multiple scattering at the
boundaries. The e®ect disappears however as the tem-
perature is increased.
In conclusion, we have shown that in the quantum
regime of transport a comparison of the conductances of
a heterostructure with parallel and antiparallel magneti-
zations of magnetic contacts can no longer be regarded
as an unequivocal indicator as to whether or not spin
injection is taking place; it should be supplemented by
other probes in studies of coherent spin injection. These
surprising conclusions do not rely on the semiconductor-
speci¯c Rashba spin-orbit coupling that we include in
our model Hamiltonian, but are general consequences of
quantum interference, although temperature can degrade
the e®ect. These e®ects should be taken into considera-
tion in interpreting spin injection experiments with spin-
valve geometries in the quantum regime of transport.
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the split bands in a F/S/F
heterojunction. The ferromagnet magnetization is chosen to
be along the z-axis, parallel to the interface. The splitting
energy of the spin-subbands of the ferromagnetic metals is
de¯ned by ¢, while ±Ec describes the band structure mis-
match between the ferromagnetic and semiconductor mate-
rials at the Fermi energy. A ¯nite Rashba spin-orbit cou-
pling is assumed in the semiconductor region which splits the
spin-subbands as is schematically shown.
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FIG. 2. Zero temperature magnetocon-
ductance ´ (a) spin-transmission probability (b) and normal-
ized spin-currents (c), as a function of the Rashba spin-orbit
wave vector kR=ko for a F/S/F structure with ls = 1:0¹m.
For the ferromagnets the Fermi wave vectors were chosen
kF# = 1:05 £ 10
8 cm¡1 and kF" = 0:44 £ 10
8 cm¡1. The
e®ective masses were set to m¤f = me and m
¤
s = 0:036me
for InAs. The exchange splitting energy in the ferromagnets
has been set to ¢ = ¹h
2
2m¤
f
(k2F# ¡ k
2
F"), with a band structure
mismatch of ±Ec = 2:0 eV . Note that at kR = 1:5ko there
is maximum in ´ (a) while a zero electron spin-injection is
attained at this value of kR, see (b) and (c). This behavior
is exactly the opposite of what is expected if ´ is interpreted
semi-classically. Due to quantum interference, a Quantum
Spin-Valve e®ect appears, in contradiction with the classical
intuition.
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FIG. 3. Magnetoconductance ´ (a) spin-transmission prob-
ability (b) and normalized spin-current (c) at T = 0, against
the Rashba spin-orbit wave vector kR=ko for a F/S/F struc-
ture with a band structure mismatch of ±Ec = 2:0 eV , the rest
of the parameters are as those in Fig.2. The dashed horizontal
line in (a) is to guide the eye. Notice that ´ can change sign as
kR=ko is increased. A QSV e®ect is seen at kR ' 1:8ko, simi-
lar to that observed in Fig.2. However here the converse e®ect
also occurs. That is, whenever ´ = 0, we have ¢jP 6= 0 (c),
which physically means that a ¯nite spin-injection is occur-
ring, contrary again to the semi-classical theory of spin-valve
behavior.
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FIG. 4. Spin-transmission probability versus the Rashba
spin-orbit wave vector kR for two di®erent separation length
of the ferromagnet electrodes, ls = 0:1¹m (a) and ls = 1:0¹m
(b), at zero temperature. The rest of the simulation pa-
rameters are as in Fig.1. The full quantum treatment for
the spin-transport properties gives strong oscillatory features,
induced by both the multiple scattering at the boundaries
and the tuning in kR. The semi-classical results for each
spin-transmission probability have been plotted for compari-
son (dotted lines).
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FIG. 5. Length dependence of the magnetoconductance
´ (a), spin-transmission probability (b), and normalized
spin-current (c), for a F/S/F double junction with a band
structure mismatch of ±Ec = 2:35 eV, and zero Rashba cou-
pling (kR = 0) in the semiconductor region at zero tempera-
ture. The dashed horizontal line drawn in (a) at ´ = 0 is to
guide the eye. These plots show that the origin of the QSV
e®ect does not rely on the Rashba spin-orbit coupling cho-
sen, but it is due to the coherent quantum interference in the
F/S/F structure.
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FIG. 6. Magnetoconductance ´ as a function of the carrier
density ns at the semiconductor layer for ls = 0:1¹m in the
absence of Rashba spin-orbit coupling, and at zero tempera-
ture. A rather strong oscillatory characteristic is developed
as ns is varied. Clearly in the quantum regime, the magneto-
conductance ´ can change of sign at very low carrier densities,
in contrast with ´ in the semi-classical regime, which for com-
parison has been plotted as well (solid thick line). Notice that
decreasing the electron density is equivalent of increasing the
magnitude of the band structure mismatch energy ±Ec.
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FIG. 7. Spin-transmission and spin-current plots against
kR=ko at ¯nite temperature for two band structure mismatch
energies, 2:0 eV and 2:35 eV, respectively. The distinctive sig-
nature of the Quantum Spin-Valve (QSV) e®ect observed at
T = 0 (Fig.1) is clearly degraded at the temperatures con-
sidered here, T = 2:5 K, [(a) and (c)] since TP" and T
P
#
are pushed apart by thermal smearing, yielding ¢jP 6= 0.
In plots (b) and (d) the temperature smearing e®ect on the
spin-current is shown for di®erent temperatures.
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FIG. 8. Finite Temperature length dependence of the mag-
netoconductance ´ (a), spin-transmission probability (b), and
normalized spin-current (c), for a F/S/F double junction with
a band structure mismatch of ±Ec = 2:35 eV, and zero Rashba
coupling (kR = 0). The dashed horizontal line in (a) at ´ = 0
is for guiding the eye. As observed in Fig.7, the QSV e®ect is
suppressed by temperature. However the quantum coherent
phenomenon of having ´ = 0 for non-vanishing spin-current
it is not a®ected by temperature.
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FIG. 9. Semiconductor Fermi Energy behavior of the mag-
netoconductance (a) and spin-transmission probabilities for a
F/S/F junction with a ls = 0:1¹m without Rashba coupling
(kR = 0) at zero temperature. In (a) the semi-classical re-
sult has been also plotted for comparisson with the quantum
regime. (b) Notice that the energy spacing between reso-
nances ¢E À KBT at T = 25 K.
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FIG. 10. Carrier density dependence of the magnetocon-
ductance ´, spin-transmission probability, and normalized
spin-current at T = 0 and T = 25 K for a F/S/F junction of
ls = 0:1¹m and kR = 0. The e®ect of suppression of the QSV
signature by the temperature is clearly shown here.
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FIG. 11. Magnetoconductance and spin-transmission plots
as a function of kR=ko at T = 0 K and T = 2:5 K for F/S/F
double junction with delta-Schottky barriers at the interfaces.
Here we set ls = 1¹m and ±Ec = 2:0 eV. At kR = 0 a small but
signi¯cant enhancement in ´ is observed to occur as the tun-
nel delta-Schottky barriers (Uo > ¢) are increased in height
(a) and (b). At ¯nite kR, ´ is modulated for kR > 2ko. In
constrast, the e®ect of the Schottky barriers at the interfaces
on the spin-transmission probabilities is rather strong (b) and
(d). Notice that the QSV e®ect is also destroyed here by tem-
perature (d).
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